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Pressure

Reading Preview

Objectives
After this lesson, students will be able to
M.3.1.1 Explain what pressure depends on.
M.3.1.2 Explain how fluids exert pressure.
M.3.1.3 Describe how fluid pressure
changes with elevation and depth.

Key Concepts
• What does pressure depend on?
• How do fluids exert pressure?
• How does fluid pressure change
with elevation and depth?

Key Terms
• pressure • pascal • fluid
• barometer

Target Reading Skill
Previewing Visuals Explain that looking at
the visuals before they read helps students
activate prior knowledge and predict what
they are about to read.
Answers
Sample questions and answers:
Why does pressure change with elevation
and depth? (Air and water exert pressure, so
pressure varies depending on how much air or
water is above you.) How much greater is
water pressure at a depth of 6,500 m than it
is at sea level? (It is about 650 times greater.)

Target Reading Skill
Previewing Visuals Before you
read, preview Figure 5. Then write
two questions that you have about
the diagram in a graphic organizer
like the one below. As you read,
answer your questions.
Pressure Variations
Q. Why does pressure change with
elevation and depth?

Can You Blow Up a Balloon in a Bottle?
1. Insert a balloon into the neck of an empty bottle. Try to blow
up the balloon.
2. Now insert a straw into the bottle, next to the balloon. Keep
one end of the straw sticking out of the bottle. Try again to
blow up the balloon.
Think It Over
Developing Hypotheses Did using the straw make a difference?
If it did, develop a hypothesis to explain why.

Outside, deep snow covers the ground. You put on your sneakers
and head out, shovel in hand. When you step outside, your foot
sinks deep into the snow. It’s nearly up to your knees! Nearby, a
sparrow hops across the surface of the snow. Unlike you, the bird
does not sink. In fact, it barely leaves a mark! Why do you sink
into the snow while the sparrow rests on the surface? The answer
has to do with pressure.

A.
Q.

What Is Pressure?
The word pressure is related to the word press. It refers to a force
exerted on a surface. As you learned in Chapter 2, the force of
Earth’s gravity pulls you downward with a force equal to your
weight. Due to the force of gravity, your feet exert a force on the
ground in the form of pressure.

Teaching Resources

• Transparency 23

Preteach
Build Background
Knowledge

Pressure

L2

Demonstrating Fluid Pressure
Have students take turns placing one arm
(past the elbow) in a clean plastic bag, and
submerging their arm into a container of
water. Ask: What did it feel like? (Most
students will say that the water exerted
pressure on their arm.) How did the plastic
bag affect what you felt? (Sample answer:
The bag allowed me to feel only the pressure
of the water.)

Exerting pressure
on snow 

Skills Focus Developing hypotheses L2
Materials 2-L plastic bottle, small
balloon, straw
Time 10 minutes
Tips The mouth of the balloon must be
outside the bottle. Caution students not to
hold the straw near their eyes in Step 2.
Expected Outcome In Step 1, the
balloon will inflate until it seals the neck of

the bottle. With the straw, the balloon will
continue to inflate.
Think It Over Without the straw,
blowing up the balloon compressed the air
inside the bottle, making it difficult to
blow up the balloon further. Holding the
straw next to the balloon made blowing up
the balloon easier because the straw
allowed air inside the bottle to escape.

Instruct

What Is Pressure?
Teach Key Concepts
Area = 250 cm2

Area =
1,100 cm2

but they are not the same thing. Pressure decreases as the area
over which a force is distributed increases. The larger the area
over which the force is distributed, the less pressure exerted. In
order to stand on snow without sinking, you can’t make yourself weigh the same as a bird. However, you can change the area
over which you exert the force of your weight.
If you wear sneakers, like those shown in Figure 1, your
weight is distributed over the soles of both shoes. You’ll exert
pressure over an area of about 500 cm2 and sink into the snow.
But if you wear snowshoes, you’ll exert pressure over a much
greater area—about 2,200 cm2. Because the force of your
weight is distributed over a greater area, the overall pressure
exerted on the snow is much less. Like a sparrow, you can stand
on the snow without sinking!
Calculating Pressure The relationship of force, area, and
pressure is summarized by a formula.
Pressure  Force
--------------Area

Pressure is equal to the force exerted on a surface divided
by the total area over which the force is exerted. Force is measured in newtons (N). Area is measured in square meters (m2).
Since force is divided by area, the SI unit of pressure is the
newton per square meter (N/m2). This unit of pressure is also
called the pascal (Pa): 1 N/m2 = 1 Pa.
What is the unit of pressure called?

FIGURE 1
Pressure and Area
Pressure depends on the area over
which a force is distributed.
Inferring Which type of shoe
would you use to keep from
sinking into deep snow?

Defining Pressure
Focus Tell students that pressure depends
on the area over which a force is distributed.
Teach Ask: What happens to pressure if the
same force is exerted on a smaller area?
(The pressure increases.)
Apply Ask: Imagine you are designing
a backpack. How could you apply
information about pressure and area to
backpack straps so students can carry
heavy books comfortably? (Sample answer:
Wider straps have a larger area and would
exert less pressure than narrow straps.)
learning modality: logical/mathematical

Help Students Read

Area
The area of a surface is the
number of square units that
it covers. To find the area of
a rectangle, multiply its
length by its width. The area
of the rectangle below is
2 cm × 3 cm, or 6 cm2.
3 cm
2 cm

Pressure and Area Force and pressure are closely related,

Compare and Contrast After students
have read the text under the heading Pressure
and Area, have them create lists or graphic
organizers comparing and contrasting force
and pressure. See the Content Refresher for
this chapter for guidelines for the
Comparing and Contrasting strategy.

Independent Practice

Answers
Both have the same area, 100 cm2:
5 cm × 20 cm = 100 cm2;
10 cm × 10 cm = 100 cm2

L2

Teaching Resources

• Guided Reading and Study Worksheet:
Pressure
Student Edition on Audio CD

Practice Problem Which has
a greater area: a rectangle
that is 4 cm × 20 cm, or a
square that is 10 cm × 10 cm?

Monitor Progress

Math Skill Area

L2

L2

Skills Check Have students calculate: If a
baseball strikes a mitt with a force of 200 N
over an area of 0.003 m2, what is the
pressure? (Pressure = 200 N /0.003 m2 =
about 67,000 Pa)
Answers
Figure 1 Snowshoes would keep you from
sinking in deep snow because of their great
area.
The SI unit of pressure is the
newton per square meter, or
pascal.

Fluid Pressure
Teach Key Concepts
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Fluids Exerting Forces
Focus Ask: Have you ever heard a
meteorologist refer to areas of high
pressure or low pressure? (Some students
will say yes.) What is exerting the pressure
they are referring to? (Air)
Teach Ask for volunteers to write facts
about fluid pressure on the board. Then use
the facts to create a concept map about fluid
pressure.
Apply Ask: What is one type of fluid
pressure that you experience at all times?
(Sample answer: Air pressure, blood
pressure) learning modality: visual

FIGURE 2
Fluid Particles
The particles that make up a
fluid move constantly in all
directions. When a particle
collides with a surface, it exerts
a force on the surface.
Relating Cause and Effect
What will happen to the force
exerted by the particles in the
chair when you add more air to
the chair?

Solids such as sneakers are not the only materials that exert
pressure. Fluids also exert pressure. A fluid is a material that
can easily flow. As a result, a fluid can change shape. Liquids
such as water and oil and gases such as air and helium are
examples of fluids.

• Transparency M24

L1

Materials unopened jar with cap that says
“Safety button will pop up if seal is broken.”
Focus Show students the jar with the safety
button.
Teach Explain that the pressure inside the
jar is less than the pressure outside the jar.
Before the seal is broken, the greater pressure
outside pushes the button on the cap down.
Have students listen closely as you open the
jar. Ask: Did air enter or leave the jar when
the seal was broken? (Air entered the jar.)
Apply Ask: What happens to the inside
pressure when the seal is broken? (The
inside pressure becomes the same as the outside
pressure.) learning modality: visual

Outside
chair

Fluid Pressure

Teaching Resources

Safety Buttons

Inside
chair

Card Trick
1. Fill a small plastic cup to
the brim with water.
Gently place an index card
over the top of the cup.
2. Hold the card in place and
slowly turn the cup upside
down. Let go of the card.
What happens? Without
touching the card, turn the
container on its side.
Inferring Why does the
water stay in the cup when
you turn the cup upside
down?

Skills Focus Inferring

What Causes Fluid Pressure? To understand how fluids
exert forces that can result in pressure, think about the tiny particles that make up the fluid. Particles in a fluid constantly move in
all directions, as shown in Figure 2. As they move, the particles
collide with each other and with any surface that they meet.
As each particle in a fluid collides with a surface, it exerts a
force on the surface. All of the forces exerted by the individual
particles in a fluid combine to make up the pressure exerted
by the fluid. Because the number of particles is large, you can
consider the fluid as a whole. So, the fluid pressure is the total
force exerted by the fluid divided by the area over which the
force is exerted.
Air Pressure Did you know that you live at the bottom of
100 kilometers of fluid that surrounds Earth? This fluid, called
air, is the mixture of gases that makes up Earth’s atmosphere.
These gases press down on everything on Earth’s surface, all the
time. Air exerts pressure because it has mass. You may forget that
air has mass, but each cubic meter of air around you has a mass of
about 1 kilogram. Because the force of gravity pulls down on this
mass of air, the air has weight. The weight of the air is the force
that produces air pressure, or atmospheric pressure.

L1

Materials index card, small plastic cup,
water
Time 10 minutes
Tips Make sure there are no air bubbles in
the cup. The index card should be pressed
down so it touches the entire rim.

Answer Air pressure holds the water in
the cup.
Extend Have the students draw a diagram
with labeled arrows indicating the fluid
pressure exerted by the air and by the
water in this activity. learning modality:
visual

Balanced Pressure Hold out your hand, palm up. You are
holding up air. At sea level, atmospheric pressure is about
10.13 N/cm2. The surface area of your hand is about 100 cm2.
So, the weight supported by the surface area of your hand is
about 1,000 newtons, or about the same weight as that of a
large washing machine!
How could your hand possibly support that weight and not
feel it? In a stationary fluid, pressure at a given point is exerted
equally in all directions. The weight of the atmosphere does
not just press down on your hand. It presses on your hand
from every direction. The pressures balance each other.
Balanced pressures also explain why the tremendous air
pressure pushing on you from all sides does not crush you.
Your body contains fluids that exert outward pressure. For
example, your lungs and sinus cavities contain air. Your cells
and blood vessels contain liquids. So pressure from fluids
inside your body balances the air pressure outside your body.
What happens when air pressure becomes unbalanced?
Look at Figure 4. When the can is full of air, the air pressure
inside the can balances the atmospheric pressure outside the
can. When air is removed from the can, the unbalanced force
of the outside air pressure crushes the can.

FIGURE 3
Atmospheric Pressure
The pressure of Earth’s
atmosphere is exerted over the
entire surface of your hand.

How is the pressure on your hand balanced?

The can is filled with
air. The air pressure
pushing out balances
the air pressure
pushing in.

Address Misconceptions
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Defining Fluids
Focus Ask: What is wind? (Flowing or
moving air) Is air a liquid or a gas? (Gas)
Teach Students may think the term fluid
refers only to liquids. Remind students that
fluids are substances that can easily flow.
Apply Guide students to infer that gases
and liquids are both fluids because they both
flow. learning modality: verbal

Integrating Space Science

L2

Ask: Why do astronauts need spacesuits?
(Outside the limits of Earth’s atmosphere,
there is no air to breathe or to exert pressure.)
Tell students that the fluids in the human
body exert pressure that balances the
pressure of Earth’s atmosphere. Spacesuits
are pressurized to mimic normal
atmospheric pressure on the body. In orbit,
the pressure in the space shuttle can be kept
constant, so astronauts do not need to wear
pressurized suits. learning modality: verbal

But when the air is removed
from the can, there is no longer
the same pressure pushing out.
The greater air pressure outside
the can crushes the can.

FIGURE 4
Unbalanced Pressure
A vacuum pump removes the air from a metal
can. The pump produces dramatic results in a
few moments.

Monitor Progress
Differentiated Instruction
L1
English Learners/Beginning
Vocabulary: Science Glossary
Pronounce and define aloud the key terms
for the section. Have students write each
term and definition on an index card.
Model the activity for students before they
begin. learning modality: verbal

L2
English Learners/Intermediate
Extend
Vocabulary: Science Glossary
the Beginning activity by having students
use each of the key terms in a sentence.
Model the activity before students begin.
Ask for volunteers to read their sentences
aloud. learning modality: verbal

L2

Drawing Have students draw diagrams
showing beakers of water and label the fluid
pressures acting on the beakers. (Student
diagrams should show the water exerting
pressure on the bottom and sides of the beaker
and air exerting pressure on the surface of the
water and the outside of the beaker.)
Answers
Figure 2 More particles will result in more
force.
The pressure of Earth’s
atmosphere is exerted on
your hand in all directions.

12,000 m

Commercial airplanes fly
at 12,000 m. Atmospheric
pressure is 20% that at
sea level.

For: Links on fluids and
pressure
Visit: www.SciLinks.org
Web Code: scn-1331
Download a worksheet that will guide students’ review
of Internet sources on fluids and pressure.

Weather Forecasts
Materials weather maps from a local area
Time 10 minutes
Focus Point out the high- and low-pressure
areas marked on the maps.
Teach Explain that air pressure is often
measured in inches of mercury, which refers
to how high the air can push a column of
mercury. Have students analyze their maps
to see what weather conditions are associated
with high- and low-pressure areas.
Apply Have students monitor the local
weather forecast for one week and note the
high- and low-pressure systems mentioned
in the forecasts. learning modality: visual

Decreasing pressure
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At 8,850 m, Mount Everest is the
highest point on Earth. Atmospheric
pressure is 30% that at sea level.

9,000 m

Some helicopters can reach
6,000 m. Here, atmospheric
pressure is about half that
at sea level.

6,000 m

Sky divers jump from
heights of 3,000 m. Here,
the air pressure is 70%
that at sea level.

3,000 m

Sea level

FIGURE 5

Pressure Variations
For: Links on fluids and pressure
Visit: www.SciLinks.org
Web Code: scn-1331

Atmospheric pressure decreases gradually as the
elevation above sea level increases. Water
pressure increases rapidly as the water depth
increases. Applying Concepts Why do airplanes
have pressurized cabins?

Variations in Fluid Pressure

Variations in Fluid
Pressure

Does the pressure of a fluid ever change? What happens to
pressure as you climb to a higher elevation or sink to a lower
depth within a fluid? Figure 5 shows how pressure changes
depending on where you are.

Teach Key Concepts
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Effects of Elevation and Depth
Focus Ask: Which would exert more
pressure on a desk—a stack of 2 books, or
a stack of 10 books of the same size? (The
stack of 10 books would exert more pressure.)
Teach Tell students that fluid pressure
changes with elevation and depth. The air
in the atmosphere can be thought of as a
column of air over a person’s head, much like
a stack of books on a desk. At the top of a
mountain, the column of air would be
smaller, and therefore, exert less pressure.
Have students consider what would happen
at different depths of water. As depth
increases, the column of water and air over
their heads would increase in size, and
therefore the pressure exerted would
increase.
Apply Ask: What happens when your ears
pop? (The pressure behind your ear drum
becomes balanced with the outside pressure.)

Atmospheric Pressure and Elevation Have you ever felt

your ears “pop” as you rode up in an elevator? The “popping” has
to do with changing air pressure. At higher elevations, there is less
air above you and therefore less air pressure. As your elevation
increases, atmospheric pressure decreases.
The fact that air pressure decreases as you move up in elevation explains why your ears pop. When the air pressure outside your body changes, the air pressure inside adjusts, but
more slowly. So, for a moment, the air pressure behind your
eardrums is greater than it is in the air outside. Your body
releases this pressure with a “pop,” balancing the pressures.
Water Pressure and Depth Fluid pressure depends on
depth. The pressure at one meter below the surface of a swimming pool is the same as the pressure one meter below the surface of a lake. But if you dive deeper into either body of water,
pressure becomes greater as you descend. The deeper you
swim, the greater the pressure you feel. Water pressure
increases as depth increases.

At sea level, standard atmospheric
pressure is about 100,000 N/m2.

learning modality: verbal

Sea level

The gulper eel can live 2,500 m
below the surface. Pressure here
is about 250 times greater than
standard atmospheric pressure.

3,000 m

Increasing pressure

Just 10 m below the surface, the water
pressure on a scuba diver is double the
atmospheric pressure at sea level.

Piloted submersibles can explore
as deep as 6,500 m. Here, water
pressure is 650 times greater than
at sea level.

6,000 m

Differentiated Instruction
L1
Special Needs
Displaying Information Have students
review the information in Figure 5. Then
have students use the information in
Figure 5 to make a poster that shows
the relationship between pressure and
elevation, or the relationship between
pressure and depth. learning modality:

visual

L3
Gifted and Talented
Researching Scuba divers have to be
careful not to rise to the surface too
quickly. When pressure decreases rapidly,
humans can experience decompression
sickness, a dangerous condition also
known as the bends. Have students research
this condition and write a short report.
Students can share their information with
the class. learning modality: verbal

Monitor Progress

L2

Writing Have students write a description
of the relationship between pressure and
elevation and the relationship between
pressure and depth.
Answer
Figure 5 A pressurized cabin balances the
pressure outside the human body with the
pressure within the human body.

Monitor Progress
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Answers
Figure 6 Rapidly decreasing atmospheric
pressure usually means a storm is
approaching.
A barometer measures
atmospheric pressure.

FIGURE 6
Aneroid Barometer
An aneroid barometer measures
atmospheric pressure.
Interpreting Photographs How is
the weather affected when
atmospheric pressure decreases?

Measuring Pressure You can measure atmospheric pressure with an instrument called a barometer. There are two
types of barometers: a mercury barometer and an aneroid
barometer. The aneroid barometer is the barometer you usually see hanging on a wall. Weather forecasters use the pressure
reading from a barometer to help forecast the weather. Rapidly
decreasing atmospheric pressure usually means a storm is on
its way. Increasing pressure is often a sign of fair weather. You
may hear barometric pressure readings expressed in millimeters, inches, or another unit called a millibar. For example, the
standard barometric pressure at sea level may be reported as
760 millimeters, 29.92 inches, or 1,013.2 millibars.

Assess
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Pressure depends on force and the area
over which the force is exerted. b. The

woman standing in high heels exerts more
pressure because the force is exerted over a
smaller area.
2. a. Each particle in a fluid exerts a force
when it collides with a surface. b. The
pressure that Earth’s atmosphere exerts on
the body is equal in all directions. c. The
body contains fluids, too, such as air in the
lungs and blood in the veins and arteries.
3. a. Atmospheric pressure decreases as
you move away from Earth’s surface.
b. Atmospheric pressure decreases with
elevation, but water pressure increases with
depth. c. In addition to providing oxygen,
the pressurized suit balances the pressure
outside and within the astronaut’s body.

Reteach

L1

Have students work in pairs to quiz one
another on the section objectives and key
terms.

Performance Assessment

L2

Have students write and illustrate a story
describing the changes in fluid pressure
experienced by a diver as he or she rises from
the ocean floor to the surface.

As with air, you can think of water pressure as being due to
the weight of the water above a particular point. At greater
depths, there is more water above that point and therefore
more weight to support. In addition, air in the atmosphere
pushes down on the water. Therefore, the total pressure at a
given point beneath the water results from the weight of the
water plus the weight of the air above it. In the deepest parts of
the ocean, the pressure is more than 1,000 times the air pressure you experience every day.

What instrument measures atmospheric pressure?

1

Section 1 Assessment

Target Reading Skill
Previewing Visuals Refer to your questions and
answers about Figure 5 to help you answer
Question 3 below.
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Reviewing What two factors does pressure
depend on?
b. Comparing and Contrasting Who exerts
more pressure on the ground—a 50-kg
woman standing in high heels, or a 50-kg
woman standing in work boots?
2. a. Summarizing How do fluids exert pressure?
b. Explaining Since most of the weight of the
atmosphere is above you, why aren’t you
crushed by it?
c. Inferring How is your body similar to the
can containing air shown in Figure 4?

Teaching Resources

• Section Summary: Pressure
• Review and Reinforce: Pressure
• Enrich: Pressure

Math Skill Area
Answers
4. 20 cm × 15 cm = 300 cm2
5. 120 cm × 120 cm = 14,400 cm2;
200 cm × 90 cm = 18,000 cm2;
therefore the rectangular table has a
greater area.

3. a. Describing How does atmospheric pressure

change as you move away from the surface of
Earth?
b. Comparing and Contrasting Compare the
change in atmospheric pressure with
elevation to the change in water pressure
with depth.
c. Applying Concepts Why must an astronaut
wear a pressurized suit in space?

4. Area Find the area of a rectangular photo
that is 20 cm long and 15 cm wide.
5. Area Which has a greater area: a square
table that measures 120 cm  120 cm,
or a rectangular table that measures
200 cm  90 cm?

Spinning Sprinklers

Spinning Sprinklers

L3

Prepare for Inquiry
Problem
What factors affect the speed of rotation of a
lawn sprinkler?

Skills Focus
designing experiments, controlling variables

Materials
• empty soda can
• ﬁshing line, 30 cm
• waterproof marker
• wide-mouth jar or beaker
• stopwatch
• nails of various sizes
• large basin

Procedure

PART 2

What Factors Affect Spin?

7. How does the size of the hole affect the
number of spins made by the can? Propose a
hypothesis and then design an experiment to
test the hypothesis. Obtain your teacher’s
approval before carrying out your experiment. Record all your data.
8. How does the number of holes affect the
number of spins made by the can? Propose a
hypothesis and then design an experiment to
test the hypothesis. Obtain your teacher’s
approval before carrying out your experiment. Record all your data.

Analyze and Conclude

1. Fill the jar with enough water to completely
cover a soda can. Place the jar in the basin.

1. Designing Experiments How does the size of
the hole affect the rate of spin of the can?
How does the number of holes affect the
rate of spin of the can?

2. Bend up the tab of a can and tie the end of a
length of ﬁshing line to it. CAUTION: The
edge of the can opening can be sharp.

2. Controlling Variables What other variables
might affect the number of spins made by
the can?

3. Place a mark on the can to help you keep
track of how many times the can spins.

3. Interpreting Data Explain the motion of the
can in terms of water pressure.

4. Using the small nail, make a hole in the side
of the can about1 cm up from the bottom.
Poke the nail straight in. Then twist the nail
until it makes a right angle with the radius
of the can as shown in the ﬁgure above.
CAUTION: Nails are sharp and should be
used only to puncture the cans.

4. Classifying Which of Newton’s three laws
from Chapter 2 could you use to explain the
motion of the can? Explain.

PART 1

Making a Sprinkler

5. Submerge the can in the jar and ﬁll the can
to the top with water.
6. Quickly lift the can with the ﬁshing line so that
it is 1–2 cm above the water level in the jar.
Practice counting how many spins the can
completes in 15 seconds.

5. Communicating Use the results of your
experiment to write a paragraph that
explains why a spinning lawn sprinkler spins.

More to Explore
Some sprinkler systems use water pressure to
spin. Examine one of these sprinklers to see the
size, direction of spin, and number of holes.
What would happen if you connected a second
sprinkler to the ﬁrst with another length of
hose? If possible, try it.

Skills Objective
After this lab, students will be able to
• design an experiment to test factors
affecting water pressure
• control variables in their experiment
Prep Time 20 minutes
Class Time 40 minutes

Advance Planning
Gather materials. Obtain a sample sprinkler
or make a diagram of one.
Safety
Make sure students avoid the sharp edges on
the cans. Keep the floor dry so it doesn’t get
slippery. Review the safety guidelines in
Appendix A.
Teaching Resources

• Lab Worksheet: Spinning Sprinklers

Guide Inquiry
Introduce the Procedure
Have students read the procedure. Ask
students to predict what factors will affect the
can’s rate of spinning. (Amount of water in the
can, size and number of nail holes)
Troubleshooting the Experiment
• The angle of the holes must be the same for
all trials.
• If the can drains in less than 15 seconds,
have students use a proportion to find out
how many spins would have occurred in
15 seconds.
Expected Outcome
The speed at which the can spins increases as
the number and size of the holes increases.

Extend Inquiry
More to Explore Sample answer: Water
escaping from two sprinklers on the same
hose may reduce the pressure in each.
Because water from each sprinkler may
interfere with water escaping from the other,
I would need to consider how the distance
between sprinklers and the directions of
their rotations might affect their spins.

4. Newton’s third law. The water escaping

from the can exerts a force on the can that is
equal and opposite to the force the can exerts
on the escaping water, so the can spins in the
direction opposite the escaping water.
5. Students should use Newton’s third law of
motion to explain why a spinning lawn
sprinkler spins. Explanations may include
how the number and size of the holes affect
the speed of rotation.

Analyze and Conclude
1. The larger the hole, the faster the spin. The
greater the number of holes, the faster the rate
of spin.
2. Sample answer: The height of the hole in
the can; the size and mass of the can
3. The water inside the can exerts pressure
due to its weight. The force of the water
escaping from the hole in the can causes the
can to spin in the opposite direction.

